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 All over the world, people continue to regularly demonstrate to express discontent or to 

defend their rights. 

 Protest actions face a variety of reactions from the government, but instead of peaceful and 

constructive dialogue with citizens the authorities often use force and non-lethal weapons - rubber 

truncheons, tear gas and water cannons. The use of force, and especially weapons, normally leads to 

the escalation of violence, especially in situations where the government actions are clearly 

unfounded. 

 International standards require the state to establish rules for the use of police equipment 

and weapons. International standards focus on the need for the state to respect human rights and 

require the authorities to avoid the use of force when dispersing even illegal but peaceful 

demonstrations. The rules and standards of international law are, however, routinely ignored by the 

Russian authorities. 

 In Russia, the government's intolerance of protest actions over the past few years has 

become obvious even to the citizens who do not demonstrate often or at all, and the measures which 

are taken to suppress the protest are extremely diverse. Under various pretexts, the authorities 

refuse to authorize public events of a protest nature and then use their formal illegality in order to 
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disperse them, arresting participants and organizers, then issuing them with fines or even 

prosecuting and convicting criminally. 

 Law enforcement agencies have sufficient supply of various non-lethal weapons – since 

2015, the Russian police planned to spend at least 7.3 billion rubles ($105,107,445) on the purchase 

and maintenance of the equipment used to disperse protesters – ranging from rubber batons to 

armored cars equipped with complex non-lethal impact systems. 

 It is safe to say that in the case the Russian law-enforcement uses its equipment and non-

lethal weapons, this may result in mental traumas and physical injuries, the latter may lead to fatal 

consequences in some cases. In other words, the fact that a weapon is classified as "non-lethal" does 

not mean that everyone is equally safe from serious harm. 

 But Russian law enforcement agencies, unlike many of their foreign counterparts, rarely 

resort to the use of non-lethal weapons to disperse demonstrations. 

 Existing legal restrictions and the fact that non-lethal weapons represent a real threat to the 

life and health of citizens, makes their use too risky and even in some sense meaningless. The 

police, which may outnumber demonstrators by a factor of ten, routinely disperse assemblies by 

beating and arresting protesters en masse, and subsequent sanctions and persecution create a 

chilling effect on the freedom of peaceful assembly. In the eyes of the authorities this is clearly 

enough to achieve the goals of clearing the streets of protest. 

 However, there is no guarantee that non-lethal weapons will not be used in the near future. 

 

Introduction 

 

 Freedom of assembly remains a fundamental right in a democratic society, the effective 

implementation of which is essential for the development of institutions and civil society. 

 In recent years, people all over the world have been regularly taking part in public 

demonstrations to express dissatisfaction or to claim their rights. In some cases, the public authorities 

make an effort to hear the protesters’ demands, however, there are numerous examples where, instead 

of constructive and peaceful dialogue, the state resorts to force — in every country there exist various 

non-lethal means of crowd control, which often include rubber batons, tear gas, and water cannons.   

 However, the use of force, and non-lethal weapons in particular may, in many cases, constitute 

a violation of human rights, and can also lead to an escalation of violence, especially in situations 

where the actions of the authorities are clearly unfounded. Examples of the use of non-lethal weapons 

and special equipment for protest dispersal are everywhere — they are used both by relatively 

authoritarian states, as well as democratic governments. 
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 At the same time, research and anecdotal evidence demonstrate that, in actual fact, non-lethal 

weapons pose a real threat to life and health.  

 The Russian law enforcement authorities have numerous types of non-lethal weapons and  

special equipment in their arsenal, including those purchased specially for the suppression of public 

protests. However, only rubber batons and metal shields tend to be used in practice. Why is this the 

case? 

 The present report is the first interdisciplinary investigation in Russia that examines in detail 

topics such as the medical effects of various non-lethal weapons and special equipment on 

participants in protest assemblies. 

 The first half of the report aims to set out the consequences of the use of force to disperse 

public protests, and the ways in which international human rights standards regulate such situations. 

The second half is dedicated to an examination of the specific types of riot control equipment and 

weapons currently at the disposal of the Russian law enforcement authorities, and the risks posed by 

the use of such tools. 

 

Global practice: the use of riot control weapons as protest dispersal tools 

  

 In recent years, we have been able to observe substantial protest activity, both in Russia and 

all over the world. Researchers claim that the number of protests is increasing, and is as high as the 

roaring 60s1. At the same time, there has been a noticeable rise in non-violent protests and, on the 

other hand, a decline in violence, as evidenced by the research2 of Professor Erica Chenoweth from 

the University of Denver titled “Trends in Nonviolent Resistance and State Response: Is Violence 

Towards Civilian-based Movements on the Rise?”. In her work, Professor Chenoweth examines 

statistical data from large-scale prolonged conflicts involving at least 1,000 people. 

 Despite the importance of freedom of assembly for the development and functioning of 

democratic institutions, public events that are undesirable to the current authorities are dispersed 

everywhere — in many cases, the response to such gatherings is quite severe and involves the 

deployment of non-lethal weapons. 

                                                
1 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/oct/25/protests-rage-around-the-world-hong-kong-lebanon-chile-

catalonia-iraq  
2

 https://www.researchgate.net/publication/316474594_Trends_in_Nonviolent_Resistance_and_State_Response

_Is_Violence_Towards_Civilian-based_Movements_on_the_Rise  

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/oct/25/protests-rage-around-the-world-hong-kong-lebanon-chile-catalonia-iraq
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/oct/25/protests-rage-around-the-world-hong-kong-lebanon-chile-catalonia-iraq
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/316474594_Trends_in_Nonviolent_Resistance_and_State_Response_Is_Violence_Towards_Civilian-based_Movements_on_the_Rise
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/316474594_Trends_in_Nonviolent_Resistance_and_State_Response_Is_Violence_Towards_Civilian-based_Movements_on_the_Rise
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 In 2018 the International Network of Civil Liberties Organizations (INCLO), which includes 

the Agora International Human Rights Group, published the report “Lethal in Disguise”3 examining 

the behaviour of the police and law enforcement authorities during protest events, as well as the use 

of force and non-lethal weapons for crowd control. Human rights defenders emphasise that this 

tendency is not exclusive to authoritarian governments – democratic governments have responded in 

a similar manner to various acts of protest. 

 Of course, the behaviour of the law enforcement authorities is not exactly the same in every 

case, however, unreasonable or disproportionate use of force is often aimed at escalating violence, 

and not at restoring public order. Vivid examples of such incidents described in the INCLO report 

include the use of riot control weapons in 2014 during the Black Lives Matter rally in Ferguson 

(USA), where police indiscriminately used weapons such as tear gas, disorientation and acoustic 

devices, resulting in personal injury to demonstrators and journalists covering these events. 

 The use of rubber bullets during protests frequently results in serious injuries: in 2013 in 

Argentina, shots fired at protesters inside a psychiatric hospital caused physical harm not only to 

participants, but also journalists, medical staff, and other patients. In 2019 in Chile police 

indiscriminately fired at protesters at a rally against President Sebastián Piñera, as a result of which 

280 people were wounded by rubber bullets, some of whom sustained eye injuries.  

 There are regular reports of various types of crowd control weapons being used at protests all 

over the world. In 2019 alone we were able to witness very tough police actions: batons and rubber 

bullets were used during the demonstrations in Georgia, a protest of teachers in Morocco was 

dispersed using water cannons, and tear gas was regularly used in France. Finally, an unprecedented 

level of violence was recorded in Hong Kong. In this sense, the current year is already no exception 

— in January in the Lebanese capital of Beirut, clashes took place between anti-government 

protesters and police: protesters started throwing stones and firecrackers at law enforcement officers, 

and police deployed water cannons and tear gas grenades fired from automatic launchers. As a result, 

several hundreds of people were injured. 

 However, the potential danger associated with the use of non-lethal weapons stems not only 

from their ability to inflict physical damage, which is an inherent part of their characteristics: it is 

also crucial to consider the fact that protesters’ reactions, caused by the disproportionate use of force 

and non-lethal weapons, can lead to an increase in the risk of harm. This may provoke either a surge 

of violence in response, as, for example, during the 2012 protests in Bolotnaya Square in Moscow, or 

a stampede, which is precisely what happened in Kenya in 2015: police fired tear gas at school 

                                                
3 https://www.inclo.net/pdf/lethal-in-disguise.pdf  

https://www.inclo.net/pdf/lethal-in-disguise.pdf
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children, causing panic and a crush in the crowd, in the course of which several people were injured, 

including a police officer. 

 The use of non-lethal weapons and equipment in violation of regulations and their misuse by 

law enforcement officers can be identified as a separate issue. In 2006 a protester in the village of 

Miskindzha (Russia) was wounded by a tear gas grenade, the firing of which directly at a person was 

prohibited, and died as a result. And in 2011 in Egypt a police officer deliberately fired grenades at 

protesters’ upper bodies in order to maximise injury.  

 

International standards addressing the use of non-lethal weapons during protest assemblies 

 Intolerance towards protests and the growing number of cases of the use of force for their 

dispersal clearly indicate the need to develop more effective international standards and principles of 

intervention in the right to freedom of assembly and, in particular the use of physical force and non-

lethal weapons by police officers during demonstrations. 

 Precisely because of this, international standards require states to introduce regulations for the 

use of special equipment and non-lethal weapons, and also that authorities try to refrain from using 

force to disperse even unlawful demonstrations, as long as they remain peaceful. At the same time, 

the mere absence of authorisation for an event — that is, its formal unlawfulness — cannot serve as 

grounds for dispersal of a peaceful demonstration. 

 International standards around the use of riot control equipment by police for protest dispersal 

are based, first of all, on such documents as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 

the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, 

and the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. According to 

these documents, no-one should be subjected to torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

punishment, the right to life shall be protected, freedom from torture, inhuman or degrading treatment 

shall be guaranteed, as shall freedom of assembly. 

 These standards and regulations are set out in detail in UN documents, in particular the Basic 

Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials4, and the United Nations 

Human Rights Guidance on Less-lethal Weapons in Law Enforcement (2020)5 These standards are 

also prescribed in the Human Rights Handbook on Policing Assemblies 6 , published by the 

Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Office for Democratic Institutions and 

Human Rights (ODIHR). 

                                                
4 https://www.un.org/ruleoflaw/files/BASICP~3.PDF  
5 https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/CCPR/LLW_Guidance.pdf  
6 https://www.osce.org/ru/odihr/247656?download=true  

https://www.un.org/ruleoflaw/files/BASICP~3.PDF
https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/HRBodies/CCPR/LLW_Guidance.pdf
https://www.osce.org/ru/odihr/247656?download=true
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  In addition, issues connected with guaranteeing the right to freedom of assembly, including 

in the context of dispersal of public protests and the use of force by police, are mentioned in the 

resolution “The Promotion and Protection of Human Rights in the Context of Peaceful Protests” 

(19/35 of 23 March 2012), adopted by the UN Human Rights Council7 , and the Guidelines on 

Freedom of Peaceful Assembly, adopted by the Venice Commission of the Council of Europe, and 

the OSCE/ODIHR (3rd edition, 2019)8. Finally, individual relevant legal positions of the European 

Court of Human Rights (ECHR) are collated in its Guide on Article 11 of the European Convention 

on Human Rights (31 December 2019)9.  

 Below follows an overview of international regulations that not only restrict freedom of 

discretion in the use of non-lethal weapons for protest dispersal, but also impose on states the 

responsibility to minimise potential risks to life and health, for which they propose both the adoption 

of preventive measures, as well as the need to investigate all acts of violence after the event. 

 The Human Rights Handbook on Policing Assemblies of the Organization for Security and 

Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR) 

notes that one frequent concern is that assemblies will lead to various forms of disruption, and that 

the gathering of large groups of people in a public space may result in disorder or violence. However, 

the vast majority of public assemblies take place peacefully, with limited disruption to the lives of 

others, and this likelihood can be enhanced if police observe the four main principles set out below. 

If police pay attention to these principles, then the risks of and opportunities for disorder will be 

reduced: 

1) The police should have good quality knowledge of the aims and intentions of the assembly 

organisers; 

2) The police should adopt an approach to facilitate the assembly; 

3) The police should communicate their intentions to the organisers, participants, and others in the 

community; 

4) The police should always seek to differentiate between the various participants in the assembly. 

 

 In addition, it is logical to divide international human rights standards into those that establish 

requirements for the law enforcement authorities, requirements for the weapons used, the actions of 

the police in dispersing protests, as well as for recording acts of violence. 

                                                
7 https://undocs.org/ru/A/HRC/RES/19/35  
8 https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-AD(2019)017-e  
9 https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Guide_Art_11_ENG.pdf  

https://undocs.org/ru/A/HRC/RES/19/35
https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/?pdf=CDL-AD(2019)017-e
https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Guide_Art_11_ENG.pdf
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 Requirements for training of police officers 

 

 The starting point for law enforcement agencies in policing assemblies should always be 

facilitation, therefore it is imperative that officers are prepared to resolve any issues with protesters 

through dialogue, using appropriate de-escalation techniques during the event. International standards 

guide the law enforcement authorities to recognise that a person does not cease exercising his or her 

right to peaceful assembly as a result of the commission of acts of violence or other punishable acts 

by other participants in the demonstration, if the person’s own intentions and conduct remain 

peaceful. This imposes even greater responsibility on states with regard to the use of force in the 

dispersal of public protests, and requires police officers to be willing to differentiate between different 

groups of participants. 

 Police forces should always have a variety of options to draw upon in the policing of 

assemblies. At the same time, many of the operational options available to the police may, if used 

incorrectly or without restraint, be just as lethal as firearms. Therefore, it is crucial that only police 

officers who are suitably trained be deployed in dealing with assemblies. 

 Finally, there should always be effective command structures in place in order to prevent 

overreaction by police or misuse of force. A clear chain of accountability must be in place to ensure 

that operational options that carry a higher level of risk of serious injury or death are strictly 

controlled. 

 

 Requirements for special equipment and non-lethal weapons used 

 

 In absolutely all cases, only weapons that meet international standards of accuracy may be 

used. In addition, in cases where the use of non-lethal weapons against participants in an assembly is 

provided for, the authorities should pay due attention to potential panic in the crowd, including the 

risk of stampede.  

 If police use physical barriers, these should not pose a safety risk. Barbed wire or other barriers 

with pointed spikes usually create an unjustified risk of injury to protesters. Therefore, where the use 

of barriers is necessary, safer alternatives should be used. 

 

 Actions of the police during protests  
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 During a demonstration, the actions of police should be aimed at maintaining public order, 

and not at dispersing the public event. 

 Law enforcement officers should bear in mind that the mere display of special equipment can 

lead to an escalation of tension during an assembly. Any use of force by police should always be the 

exception rather than the norm. The use of force to disperse an assembly should be viewed as a 

measure of last resort. 

 Before considering any use of force in connection with an assembly, police should first 

consider its necessity. Furthermore, where force is used, consideration should be given to its 

proportionality to achieve the legitimate policing objective, within the limits of upholding public 

order and the law.   

 Before deciding to disperse a demonstration, law enforcement authorities should try to 

identify any violent individuals and isolate them from other participants in the demonstration — this 

may allow the event to continue. Furthermore, if it is decided that non-lethal weapons are an 

appropriate response to individual acts of violence, due consideration should be given to the probable 

proximity of third parties (journalists, observers) and bystanders. 

 If targeted interventions at specific demonstrators are ineffective, law enforcement officers 

may deploy weapons that target groups rather than individuals (such as water cannons or tear gas).  

In such cases, warnings should always be given, the only exception is when any delay may lead to 

serious injury or would be ineffective in the circumstances. When warnings are given, the authorities 

must allow an appropriate amount of time for participants to comply, as well as providing a safe space 

or exit route.  

 In situations where the use of certain force is necessary, only non-lethal weapons may be used. 

In such cases, this should take the form of targeted interventions aimed at those demonstrators 

involved in acts of violence. Weapons such as chemical irritants that are deployed from a distance 

(tear gas) should only be aimed at groups of persons behaving violently, unless their use is lawful in 

the circumstances for the dispersal of the entire assembly. The use of such weapons must take into 

account their impact on other non-violent participants or bystanders. Any use of force should always 

be proportionate and limited to the minimum necessary to restore public order. It is imperative that 

the authorities take all possible precautions to avoid, or at least minimise, the risk of injury or death. 

Any use of force or special equipment by the police should be quickly followed by de-escalation of 

force (as soon as the situation is under control). Finally, use of lethal firearms should only happen 

when strictly unavoidable in order to protect life, and such weapons should not be used to disperse a 

demonstration that does not pose a threat to life and health. 
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 Recording and investigating use of force 

 

 International human rights standards impose obligations on states to provide for a clear 

mechanism for the comprehensive and fair investigation of any suspicions of misuse of force by 

police. 

 Any use of force must be recorded by the officer concerned. Procedures should be in place to 

ensure that use of force is promptly — at the first opportunity — reported to a supervisor. Where a 

decision is made to use force as an operational option, the commander must record her or his rationale 

for that decision and its outcome. 

 Where it is believed or alleged that such use of force is unlawful, a full investigation into the 

circumstances must be carried out. 

  

The current situation in Russia: intolerance of protest 

 

 According to the report of the High Commissioner for Human Rights in the Russian 

Federation10 , with reference to the data of the Main Informational and Analytical Centre of the 

Ministry of Internal Affairs of Russia, in 2019 there were 12.4 thousand protests recorded in Russia 

(for comparison, 11.6 thousand were recorded in 2018).   

 The intolerance towards protests in Russia over the last several years has become obvious 

even to those citizens who are not involved in the events, and the measures used to suppress protests 

are highly varied, ranging from detentions all the way through to criminal repressions. 

 According to the Judicial Department at the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation, in 2019 

the courts examined 4,974 cases under Article 20.2 of the Code of Administrative Offences (CAO) 

of the Russian Federation (RF). A further 106 cases were left over from the previous year. 

 Of these, 4,045 cases resulted in sentencing. In 11 cases the courts limited themselves to 

issuing a warning, 214 cases resulted in obligatory community service, 249 — in administrative 

arrest, and in 3,571 cases the perpetrators were sentenced to a fine totalling 57,913,050 roubles 

($831,868,9). It is notable that in only 31 cases the courts elected to impose a penalty below the lower 

limit, as provided for by Article 4.1 of the CAO RF. 236 cases ended with termination of proceedings. 

  In turn, 200 cases were examined under Article 20.2.2 of the CAO RF, in 164 of which the 

defendants were found guilty by the courts: in 15 cases the courts imposed obligatory community 

                                                
10 http://ombudsmanrf.org/content/doclad2019  

http://ombudsmanrf.org/content/doclad2019
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service, in 34 — arrest, and 115 cases resulted in the imposition of fines totalling 1,220,600 roubles 

($17532). 

 During numerous protest gatherings, the number of law enforcement officers and police 

vehicles parked in close proximity to the planned event significantly exceeds the number of potential 

protesters, and thus the authorities have the option of reacting to any unauthorised public event in two 

ways: firstly, facilitating the assembly and ensuring it takes place peacefully, with observance of the 

rights and legitimate interests of both participants and non-participants or, secondly, not to allowing 

the event to take place on the grounds that it lacks formal authorisation and dispersing the 

demonstrators. 

 Unfortunately, the events unfolding around protests in recent years indicate that the public 

authorities are more and more frequently opting for the second course of action, and the use of 

physical force by police during peaceful assemblies can’t be called a rare occurrence — practically 

every large unauthorised public event results in the forced dispersal of its participants. 

 Lawyers of the human rights project Zona Prava11  are currently working on 32 cases of 

violence against participants in unauthorised public events that took place in Moscow, St Petersburg, 

Krasnodar Krai and Chelyabinsk Region in 2018 and 2019. It is notable that 11 of the Russian 

applicants have lodged complaints with the European Court of Human Rights, believing that the 

authorities have failed to conduct an effective investigation into acts of police violence committed 

during the peaceful assemblies. 

 A vivid illustration of unlawful use of violence is the case of Darya Sosnovskaya, who was 

struck in the stomach by a police officer as she was being detained at an unauthorised rally on 10 

August 2019 in Moscow, despite the fact that the detainee was being led under the arms by two police 

officers significantly surpassing her in physical strength, and the young woman herself did not resist 

the law enforcement officers12. 

 Most often, police employ violent measures when detaining specific individuals — officers 

accompany the protester, holding him or her by the arms, proceeding to the police bus at a fast pace, 

or twist the protester’s arms and lead him or her to a police vehicle. In some cases, officers grab 

protesters by the arms and legs and physically carry the detainees.  

 One of the most popular tactics used by police in dispersing mass events is containment of 

protesters in a small area (“kettling”). This involves police restricting the movement of the assembly 

(or parts of it) by physically containing protesters in a specific area. In some cases, law enforcement 

                                                
11 http://zonaprava.com/  
12 http://zonaprava.com/events/mvd-obyasnilo-za-chto-politseyskiy-tolknul-v-zhivot-daryu-sosnovskuyu/  

http://zonaprava.com/
http://zonaprava.com/events/mvd-obyasnilo-za-chto-politseyskiy-tolknul-v-zhivot-daryu-sosnovskuyu/
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officers resort to erecting barriers (for example, along the path of a procession), as well as breaking 

up the crowd — several police officers, holding onto each other, “crash into” a group of protesters 

and surround them, thereby breaking them up into smaller groups. 

 The European Court of Human Rights does not rule out that coercive containment within a 

cordon may amount to none other than deprivation of liberty — in such a situation, the Court assesses 

the duration of the containment and its effect on the applicants from the point of view of physical 

discomfort and inability to leave the area, as well as the “type” and “manner of implementation” of 

the measure in question, as well as the context in which it was imposed13. 

 Finally, it is no secret to anyone that, in dispersing unauthorised public events, Russian 

security and law enforcement agencies frequently employ combat tactics and use such equipment as 

“special batons” (rubber batons), often without any real need to do so. 

 Below, participants of protest rallies in Russia describe instances of police violence. 

 

 Participants of a protest rally that took place in St Petersburg on 9 September 2019: 

 

 “We heard shouts of “form a wall”. Turning around, we saw people taking each other under 

the arms and forming a human wall. Persons in black starting crushing us from both sides, this 

frightened us and we formed a wall, and a minute later the persons in black were standing right in 

front of us in silence, giving us no instructions on what to do. There was less and less space and, 

without warning, the persons in black advanced on the crowd and started beating people with batons, 

the wall of people immediately disintegrated and everyone started running away. I turned to run, but 

at that moment I felt a baton strike me on left side of the back of my head, we ran to Finsky Pereulok. 

Looking around, I could feel blood flowing abundantly from my head, I put my hand there and it was 

immediately covered in blood.” 

 

 “A line of persons armed with batons wearing black armoured uniforms without any insignia 

advanced on us. No-one told us what to do or entered into any kind of verbal communication. It was 

impossible to tell who the persons with batons in black armour were or what they wanted from us. 

<...> The line of persons in black came right up to us, arms locked, and started pushing us. At some 

point the persons in black armour separated and grabbed their batons. At that moment I ran and felt 

two successive strong blows land on my back, in the area of my right shoulder blade. One of the 

persons in black armoured uniform with no insignia pursued me as I was fleeing, although I had my 

                                                
13 Austin and Others v. the United Kingdom [GC], nos. 39692/09 and 2 others, ECHR 2012 
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back to him and was unable to pose any threat to him or offer any resistance, and continued to strike 

me with a baton.” 

 

 Participants of a protest rally that took place in Moscow on 27 July 2019: 

 

 “Police and OMON (riot police) officers started squeezing out citizens who were peacefully 

standing beside me or passing by <...> [I] climbed up onto the barrier, near which I was standing, 

onto a ledge on the inside of the barrier at a height of about 1.5 metres, in order to photograph the 

line of contact between the peacefully standing citizens and the police officers. As I did this, I didn’t 

shout any slogans, threats or call for anything. As soon as I took <...> one photograph of the general 

view, an OMON officer ran up to the barrier from the outside <...> and struck me with a baton above 

the barrier in the right side of my stomach. <...> I fell off the barrier from the pain.” 

 

 “Police officers and the Russian Guard erected a barrier at the exit from the side street, and a 

crush formed in the crowd. Participants in the rally tried to get through the barrier. In response, police 

and the Russian Guard started beating protesters with rubber batons from behind the barrier. The 

blows were aimed at the upper torso, as well as the head and face. At one point, two Russian Guard 

officers hit me at least 3 times in the parietal region of the head, and once on the elbow of each arm.” 

 

 “Officers of the police and the Russian Guard started breaking up the crowd. At some point I 

noticed law enforcement officers detaining a man I did not know. One of the Russian Guard officers 

twisted the man’s arm behind his back and led him in my direction. I grabbed this unknown man, 

who was being led by the Russian Guard officer, by his clothing in the shoulder area and pulled him 

towards me. After this the Russian Guard officer started hitting me indiscriminately with a rubber 

baton that he was carrying in his free hand. I received at least 3 blows in total: one in the region of 

the right ear, one on the right upper arm and one to the back of the head.” 

 

   Participants of a protest rally that took place in Moscow on 3 August 2019: 

 

 “Near the central flowerbed on Novopushkinsky Square, I was knocked to the ground roughly 

by police officers, without being ordered to do anything, and pushed onto my left side on the 

pavement; during all this the police officers didn’t give me the chance to get off my bicycle. Despite 

the fact that I offered to resistance, several police officers used weapons against me, started beating 

me, striking me with rubber batons, their arms and legs, the blows landed on my body, arms, legs and 
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the outer side of my right thigh, causing me severe physical pain. Then, together with my bicycle, I 

was carried to a vehicle for transporting suspects and defendants and was thrown onto the pavement. 

There police officers searched me, searched the rucksack I was carrying and, finding no prohibited 

items, using obscene language told me that I can go.” 

 

 “I took the Constitution of the Russian Federation out of my rucksack, opened it at Article 31 

and held it up, after which, at 15:20, five law enforcement officers attacked me from behind … Four 

of them used weapons and physical force against me, striking me with batons, their fists and legs in 

the head, ribs and legs, while the fifth member of this group carried my rucksack, the Constitution 

and my umbrella …. After the violent detention, I was abused verbally by the officers who detained 

me. When they were detaining me, the law enforcement officers did not introduce themselves, did 

not give their surnames and rank, did not state the reason for the detention and, as they loaded me 

into the police bus, they knocked me twice against the body of the vehicle.”   

 

 It should be noted that the means of dispersing protesters currently at the disposal of Russian 

law enforcement authorities are not limited to rubber batons, and the practice and consequence of the 

use of these alternative means of riot control is examined below. 

 

Overview of riot control equipment purchased by the Russian law enforcement authorities 

 

 The national legislation provides for a wide variety of different types of special equipment 

that may be used by police officers14 and military personnel (officers) of the National Guard15 in order 

to achieve their objectives: a complex of mechanical, chemical, electrical, light and acoustic devices, 

which includes a dozen types of equipment, ranging from rubber batons, handcuffs, gases to water 

cannons and armoured vehicles.  

 An analysis of public procurement data from the Goszakupki (State Purchases) official 

website16 shows that, starting from 2015 the law enforcement authorities planned to spend at least 

7,317,370,163 (seven billion, three hundred and seventeen thousand million, three hundred and 

seventy thousand, one hundred and sixty-three) roubles ($105,107,445) to acquire and maintain 

special equipment which is used, or can be used, to disperse protests. This is approximately the same 

                                                
14

 Federal Law of 7 February 2011 No. 3-FZ “On the police”, Article 21. 
15 Federal Law of 3 July 2016 No. 226-FZ “On the forces of the national guard of the Russian Federation”, Article 20. 
16 As of 21 April 2020. 
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amount as the Moscow authorities planned to spend to support citizens who had lost their jobs in 

connection with the Coronavirus situation17. 

 

 Thus, the police and the Russian Guard have issued several contracts for the purchase of water 

cannons (and their maintenance) for a sum of 650,553,734 roubles ($9,344,619), and aerosol gas 

sprayers for 201,292,989 roubles ($2,891,392) (a total of 851,846,723 roubles or $12,236,012 ).  

   

 Interestingly, the departments initially expected to spend a smaller sum on the purchase of gas 

canisters — the original price of all contracts came to 196,654,478 roubles ($2,824,764) but 

consequently increased by 4,638,511 roubles ($66 628). In 2020 the Ministry of Internal Affairs of 

Russia and the Russian Guard will spend another 30,558,227 roubles ($438,941) on pepper spray and 

tear gas.  

 

 In addition, the authorities planned to spend 1,527,376,251 roubles ($21,939,387) to acquire 

electroshock devices, and another 410,585,901 roubles ($5,897,697) have been allocated for the 

purchase of shockproof shields that have been adopted by law enforcement agencies. 

 

 Finally, for the purpose of protest dispersal the authorities had also armed themselves with 

grenade launchers — 70,514,394 roubles ($1,012,875) in total have been spent on their purchase. If 

you have pictured an anti-tank grenade launcher, this is not the case – these are weapons designed to 

engage manpower and soft-skinned vehicles in the event of mass riots. 

 

 Information on the amounts spent on the acquisition and maintenance of water cannons “for 

the suppression of mass riots”, as well as grenade launchers, is set out in tables 1 and 2. 

 

 Among the most expensive acquisitions are various types of special purpose armoured 

vehicles, including those equipped with a complex non-lethal impact system (for example, “Federal 

42591” and ATNP-5350) — taking into account their maintenance, the expenses incurred by the state 

amount to 4,426,488,667 roubles ($63,582,531). 

 

 It should be borne in mind that, in addition to the said special equipment, the government also 

spends resources on the purchase of handcuffs and rubber batons for universal use by police.  

                                                
17 https://tass.ru/moskva/8244895  

https://tass.ru/moskva/8244895
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 Table 1. Information on contracts issued for the purchase and maintenance of water cannons 

Client Contract date Item(s) 

purchased 

Starting contract 

price (RUB) 

Minimum tender 

(RUB)  

Federal State 

Institution Centre 

for Engineering 

and Technical 

Support of the 

National Guard of 

the Russian 

Federation 

07/06/2018  Repair services 

for water cannon 

vehicle special 

equipment 

200,000 ($2872) 190,000 ($2729) 

Russian Guard 14/06/2017 Water cannon 

special vehicle, 

medium class 

ACB-6.0-

30(53605), model 

BP “Shtorm” 

80,032,845.32 

($1,149,599) 
79,232,516.9 

($1,138,103)  

Federal State 

Institution Ural 

Regional 

Directorate for 

the Material and 

Technical Supply 

of the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs of 

the RF 

26/01/2017 Water cannon 

special vehicle, 

medium class 

241,507,726.8 

($3,469,041) 

240,300,188 

($3,451,696) 

Federal State 

Institution Ural 

Regional 

Directorate for 

the Material and 

Technical Supply 

of the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs of 

the RF 

26/01/2017 Water cannon 

special vehicle, 

medium class 

241,507,726.8 

($3,469,041) 

240,300,188 

($3,451,696)  
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Federal State 

Institution Ural 

Regional 

Directorate for 

the Material and 

Technical Supply 

of the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs of 

the RF 

22/11/2016 Water cannon 

special vehicle, 

medium class 

19,662,750 

($282,437) 

16,123,455 

($231,598) 

Federal State 

Institution Ural 

Regional 

Directorate for 

the Material and 

Technical Supply 

of the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs of 

the RF 

22/11/2016 Water cannon 

special vehicle, 

medium class 

19,662,750  

($282,437) 

16,123,455 

($231,598)  

Federal State 

Institution Ural 

Regional 

Directorate for 

the Material and 

Technical Supply 

of the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs of 

the RF 

08/12/2016 Water cannon 

special vehicle, 

medium class 

19,662,750 

($282,437)  

19,367,808.8 

($278,201)  

Federal State 

Institution Ural 

Regional 

Directorate for 

the Material and 

Technical Supply 

of the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs of 

the RF 

08/12/2016 Water cannon 

special vehicle, 

medium class 

19,662,750 

($282,437)  

19,466,122.5 

($279,613)  
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Federal State 

Institution Centre 

for Engineering 

and Technical 

Support of the 

Interior Forces of 

the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs of 

the RF 

29/07/2015 Consignment of 

water cannon 

special vehicle, 

medium class 

19,900,000 

($285,845) 

19,450,000 

($279,381)  

Total: 661,799,298.92 

($9,506,152) 

650,553,734.43 

($9,344,619) 

 

 

  

 Table 2. Information on contracts issued for the purchase of grenade launchers 

Client  Date of contract Item(s) purchased Contract price (RUB) 

Russian Guard 30/03/2018 Magazine grenade 

launcher GM-94 

25,403,627.79 

($364,900)  

Russian Guard 04/05/2017 Magazine grenade 

launcher GM-94 

45,110,767 ($647,975) 

Total: 70,514,394.39 

($1,012,875) 

 

  

 

 Special purpose riot control vehicles 

 

 In 2016 the Russian Guard acquired the “Tornado” special engineering assault breacher 

vehicles, which can be used to disperse demonstrations. The vehicle was developed by the Institute 

of Special Equipment (Institut Spetstekhniki) on the chassis of the Ural-4320 off-road truck. 

 

 In 2017 the Russian Guard purchased ASV-6.0-30 (KamAZ-53605)-110ВР “Shtorm” water 

cannon vehicles18 at a total cost of 79,232,516.84 roubles ($1,138,103). The manufacturer’s website19 

states that the vehicle is “intended for use in the suppression of mass disturbances in the streets”. 

                                                
18 https://zakupki.gov.ru/epz/order/notice/ea44/view/common-info.html?regNumber=0195400000217000072  
19 http://vargashi.com/product/asv-60-30-kamaz-53605-110vr-shtorm  

https://zakupki.gov.ru/epz/order/notice/ea44/view/common-info.html?regNumber=0195400000217000072
http://vargashi.com/product/asv-60-30-kamaz-53605-110vr-shtorm
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 “Shtorm” water cannon vehicle. Photo: vargashi.com 

 

 “This is a perfectly protected armoured vehicle equipped with a water cannon, against which 

the weapons of the proletariat are ineffective. More often that not, the very presence of such a vehicle 

on the street is sufficient to suppress morale, without the need to deploy its impressive arsenal. The 

mere appearance of such a vehicle on the street begins to cool even the hottest heads. With its 

formidable appearance, the special purpose water cannon vehicle based on the KAMAZ truck sends 

a message to overzealous protesters: there will be no further ceremony! And indeed, armoured water 

cannon vehicles are, to some extent, weapons of “penultimate resort”, after which more serious 

measures begin”,  states the manufacturer’s website. 

 Further, the manufacturer notes that “water cannon vehicles of this type are equipped with 

two gun carriages — an upper and a lower one. The upper carriage, which is located on the roof, is 

the main cannon designed to disperse rallies: it has a pressure of approximately 11 atm. The cannon 

can fire in several modes: long and short bursts, and continuously. The lower carriage is noticeably 

less powerful, by approximately two times. It is used in fire fighting. Among other things, if the crowd 

comes to close, this carriage can be used for dispersal [or to shoot paint]… The paint is mixed with 

water so that the most active demonstrators will be clearly visible. The paint is beetroot-based and 

safe, but difficult to remove from skin and clothing. That is, the activists marked with the reddish 

paint will be identifiable even after the main events. Tear or pepper-based gas can be mixed with the 

water in the same way”. 
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 The same manufacturer also offers the water cannon vehicle ACB-2.0-20 (3310)-120BP 

“Groza”20, “intended for operational-technical support of riot control operations”, and as “a means of 

countering groups of persons violating public order by directing jets of water and special agents at 

them”, as well as the fast response vehicle ABR 9.0-40 (MAZ-6317)21. 

 

  
 

 Water cannon vehicle “Groza”. Photo: vargashi.com 

 

 In 2018, the Russian Guard purchased two “Gazel” vehicles fitted with a non-lethal impact 

system, equipped with laser and noise emitters designed to “elicit certain behaviour reactions in law 

breakers”. The brightness of the equipment exceeds 20,000 lumens, and the acoustic impact of the 

system has a range of up to 10 metres and intensity of up to 135 dB. According to the decibel scale, 

the human pain threshold is set at 120 dB. The volume of a siren is 130 dB, the launch of a rocket - 

150 dB. Simultaneous use of all of the system’s parameters induces paralysis of the central nervous 

system for a period of about 3 minutes or more22 . The purchase cost the department 65,286,000 

roubles ($937,774). 

 The Russian Guard has also acquired “Patrul” armoured vehicles intended, among other 

things, for riot control, at a total cost of 442,695,783 roubles ($6,358,927), and in 2019 issued 

contracts for a total of 60,903,861 roubles ($874,829) for the purchase of “Federal 42591” armoured 

buses. 

                                                
20 http://vargashi.com/product/asv-20-20-3310-120vr-groza  
21 http://vargashi.com/product/avtomobil-bystrogo-reagirovaniya-abr-90-406317  
22 https://rg.ru/2018/11/21/v-rosgvardii-raziasnili-dlia-chego-kupili-mashiny-s-akusticheskim-vozdejstviem.html  

http://vargashi.com/product/asv-20-20-3310-120vr-groza
http://vargashi.com/product/avtomobil-bystrogo-reagirovaniya-abr-90-406317
https://rg.ru/2018/11/21/v-rosgvardii-raziasnili-dlia-chego-kupili-mashiny-s-akusticheskim-vozdejstviem.html
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 Lastly, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Russian Guard have already spent 

2,629,741,800 roubles ($37,773,877) on the purchase of ATNP-5350 vehicles for transporting police 

squads (they can often be seen standing in columns on the streets a few hours before the start of mass 

protests). In 2020 the Russian Guard plans further acquisition of these vehicles at an additional cost 

of 1,225,176,349 roubles ($17,598,557). 

 The famous Kalashnikov concern, which is part of the Rostec State Corporation, doesn’t lag 

behind in its developments — in 2017, to meet the needs of the police service, Kalashnikov developed 

the “Shchit” special purpose vehicle, equipped with a protected cabin, water cannon and steel shield23.

  

 Another example is the Russian armoured water cannon vehicle “Lavina-Uragan”24 designed 

for riot control. It is equipped with a water cannon, an eight-barrelled grenade launcher for firing 

grenades with tear gas and flash-bang ammunition, as well as means for destroying barricades and 

obstructions. 

 

  
 “Lavina-Uragan” armoured water cannon vehicle. Photo: ru.wikipedia.org 

 

 Non-lethal traumatic weapons 

 

                                                
23 https://kalashnikov.media/article/technology/kontsern-kalashnikov-predstavil-spetsmashinu-shchit  
24 http://oruzhie.info/bronetekhnika/696-ural-532362-lavina-uragan  

https://kalashnikov.media/article/technology/kontsern-kalashnikov-predstavil-spetsmashinu-shchit
http://oruzhie.info/bronetekhnika/696-ural-532362-lavina-uragan
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 There is a great variety of different types of rubber batons: these include PR-53, PR-73, PR-

73M, PR-89, PR-90, PR- “Taran” and “PUS-1 Argument”. “The baton is designed to protect in a 

humane way (without the use of firearms), and also pacify unauthorised rallies, assemblies, 

demonstrations and pickets”, writes the manufacturer to describe the intended purpose of the special 

equipment25. 

 Another example is the KS-23 special carbine, which was specially developed in 1981 and 

adopted four years later — it is a multifunctional police weapon designed for riot control and selective 

physical, mental and chemical impact on offenders26. It is noteworthy that in the judgment of the 

European Court of Human Rights in the case of Nagmetov v. Russia, it is stated that the applicant’s 

son died after being shot by a grenade from a KS-23 special carbine (KS-23M). 

 Rubber shrapnel flash-bang grenades (GSZ-Sh) warrant special attention — these are non-

fragmentation hand grenades (GSZ) designed to stun and temporarily disorient an offender by means 

of an acoustic (sound) pulse and strong light flash, which reduces combat ability and contributes to 

temporary incapacitation27. 

 

 

 
 

 “Legion” shield. Photo: rostec.ru 

 

 In May 2020 Russian media reported that a department of the security and law enforcement 

authorities (without clarification) was ready to adopt the “Legion” multi-purpose shield28, which has 

a mounted module that boasts the capability of firing non-lethal knock-down, flash-bang and irritant 

                                                
25 http://podpricelom.com/samooborona/dubinki/pr-73.html#i-4  
26 http://gundata.ru/drobovik_ks_23.htm  
27 http://www.dogswar.ru/boepripasy/granaty/7390-rychnye-svetozvykovy.html  
28 https://www.fontanka.ru/2020/05/13/69255742/  

http://podpricelom.com/samooborona/dubinki/pr-73.html#i-4
http://gundata.ru/drobovik_ks_23.htm
http://www.dogswar.ru/boepripasy/granaty/7390-rychnye-svetozvykovy.html
https://www.fontanka.ru/2020/05/13/69255742/
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ammunition 18.5x45 in calibre. The module has a cluster launcher for 12 projectiles and is equipped 

with a laser target designator. 

  

 Lachrymatory agents and chemical irritants 

 

 These types of non-lethal weapons include various aerosol packages with tear gas and tear 

gas sprayers, as well canisters containing chemical irritants fired from magazine grenade launchers. 

 In April 2020 the Russian Guard announced an auction for a total sum of 11,539,838 roubles 

($165,759), as part of which the authorities plan to purchase, among other items, 9,150 canisters of 

the pepper spray “Strazh-P 100”, 1,100 “Strazh-P 650” gas sprayers, 550 units of “Strazh-P 2700”, 

and 2,000 canisters of “Strazh-A”29. 

 

 Disorientation devices 

 

 These types of non-lethal weapons are designed to produce a psychophysiological effect and  

take the form of hand grenades, which function by emitting a bright flash of light, loud sound pulse, 

rubber shrapnel or lachrymatory agent in order to distract, stun and immobilise. 

 In total, Rosoboronexport offers 15 types of non-lethal grenades30, and another type of special 

weapon is offered by the company Oberon-Alpha – this is the weapon module OM-18, which is 

equipped with special replaceable cartridges (available cartridges are flash-bang, aerosol and 

marker)31. The manufacturer expressly states that the marker cartridge “contains hard-to-remove paint 

and is intended for marking offenders during public events in order to detain them later”. 

 

                                                
29 https://zakupki.gov.ru/epz/order/notice/ea44/view/common-

info.html?regNumber=0195400000220000130&backUrl=14d38a04-004a-41a8-bc86-882ff81cb308  
30 http://roe.ru/catalog/spetsialnye-sredstva/  
31 https://npp-oberon.ru/magazin/police/259.html  

https://zakupki.gov.ru/epz/order/notice/ea44/view/common-info.html?regNumber=0195400000220000130&backUrl=14d38a04-004a-41a8-bc86-882ff81cb308
https://zakupki.gov.ru/epz/order/notice/ea44/view/common-info.html?regNumber=0195400000220000130&backUrl=14d38a04-004a-41a8-bc86-882ff81cb308
http://roe.ru/catalog/spetsialnye-sredstva/
https://npp-oberon.ru/magazin/police/259.html
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 Magazine grenade launcher GM-94. Photo: vpk.name 

 

 In 2017 and 2018 the Russian Guard issued contracts for the purchase of GM-94 grenade 

launchers for a sum of 70,514,394 roubles ($1,012,875). The manufacturer — Rosoboronexport — 

states on its website that the grenade launcher can be used, in particular, to shoot non-lethal aerosol 

rounds, which are intended for firing “in open areas and inside rooms in order to prevent mass riots 

and neutralise armed offenders by inflicting a less than moderately severe injury on them by an 

aerosol irritant cloud”32. 

 

 Electroshock devices 

 

 This type of non-lethal weapon is designed for contact or remote use by police. Devices 

produced for use by the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Russia have a maximum average power of 10 

W at a resistive load of 1 kΩ and a maximum sparking voltage of 120 kV. For comparison, devices 

classed as civilian weapons have, in accordance with the All-Union State Standard (GOST) R 50940-

96 “Electroshock devices”, a maximum average power of 3 W at a resistive load of 1 kΩ, as well as 

a maximum sparking voltage of 90 kV. 

 The most powerful electric shockers (class 1) are guaranteed to neutralise a person for a period 

of 15 seconds to 15 minutes, at the same time, according to Russian Ministry of Health regulations, 

the duration of exposure should not exceed 3 seconds.33 

                                                
32 http://roe.ru/catalog/spetsialnye-sredstva/spetsgranatomety-i-boepripasy-k-nim/vgm93-500/  
33 “Transportnaya bezopasnost’. Zapreschennye predmety I veschestva” [“Transport safety. Prohibited Items and 

Substances”], V. Ushakov, 2018 г. ISBN (EAN): 9785449049254.  

http://roe.ru/catalog/spetsialnye-sredstva/spetsgranatomety-i-boepripasy-k-nim/vgm93-500/
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 Electroshock shield “Stena”. Photo: npp-oberon.ru 

 

 The company Oberon-Alpha has also developed the shockproof electroshock shield “Stena”. 

According to the manufacturer, it is designed for “neutralising aggressive protesters during mass 

events”. The company believes that “equipping shockproof shields with an electroshock device will 

increase the efficiency of controlling the crowd, and will allow to suppress aggression during 

demonstrations in time”.34 

 A similar product is offered by the March Group company, which assures that its electric 

shield “Skala” will “facilitate police work in different cases, such as raging football fans, various 

unauthorised rallies and demonstrations, other cases of mass riots”35. 

 

 Mechanical restraints 

 

 Handcuffs are pieces of special equipment widely used by the law enforcement authorities 

when detaining and transporting citizens in order to restrict their freedom of movement. 

 

Table 3. Examples of special equipment and weapons manufactured in Russia 

                                                
34 https://npp-oberon.ru/magazin/police/256.html  
35 https://marchgroup.ru/products/shields/elektroshokovyj-cshit-skala.html  

https://npp-oberon.ru/magazin/police/256.html
https://marchgroup.ru/products/shields/elektroshokovyj-cshit-skala.html
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Non-lethal traumatic weapons 

Rubber batons PR-53 

PR-73 

PR-73M 

PR-89 

PR-90 

PR-“Taran” 

“PUS-1 Argument” 

Special carbines KS-23 The following types of ammunition are used: 

 “Volna-R” - less-lethal cartridge with “Privet” 

rubber bullet. 

 “Siren-7” - tear-gas grenade loaded with CS 

agent. 1 second after impact a tear gas cloud is 

formed with a volume of 50 cubic meters and 

unbearable CS gas concentration. 

 “Cheremukha-7M” —  tear-gas grenade loaded 

with CN agent. 1 second after impact a tear gas 

cloud is formed with a volume of 50 cubic 

meters and unbearable CS gas concentration. 

 “Barrikada” — car-stopping cartridge with solid 

steel projectile, able to destroy the engine block 

of a car. 

 “Shrapnel-10” and “Shrapnel-25” — buckshot 

rounds. 

 “Zvezda” — flash-bang round. Designed to 

produce a psychological effect. 

Lachrymatory and irritant chemicals 

Aerosol packaging with tear gas “Cheremukha-10”, “Cheremukha-110M” 

Aerosol sprays “Siren-10”, “Kontrol-M”, “Kontrol-MK”, 

“Kontrol-MM”, “Rezeda-10”, “Rezeda-10M”, 

“Zveroboy-10”, “Zveroboy-10M”, “Strazh-P 

100”, “Strazh-P 2700”, “Strazh-P 650”, “Strazh-

A” 

Irritant effect rounds VGM93.200, VGM93.500, VGM93.600 
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Disorientation devices 

Flash-bang grenades “Zarya-2”, GSZ-T, GSZ-Sh, “Vzlet-M”, 

“Fakel”, “Fakel-S”, “Plamya”, “Plamya-M” 

(“Plamya-M2), “GSZ-T”, “Vprysk-P”, 

“Vyushka”, “Zarya-3”, “Dreyf-2”, “RGR”, 

“Plamya-2”, “RGK-60RD”, “RGK-60KD”, 

“RGK-60SZ”, “GZS”, “Vzlet M”, “GRD”, 

“Dym”, “RG-60TB” 

Handheld grenade launchers and modules Weapon module OM-18, special-purpose 

grenade launcher complex RGS-50M, GM-94 

Electroshock devices 

Electroshock devices ZEUS II, Phantom DK.111, ESHU-100, ESHU-

200, ESHU-300, Taser 

Handheld electroshock devices and batons AIR-107, AIR-107U, ESHU HYBRID 

Shockproof electroshock shields “Stena”, “Skala” 

Mechanical restraints 

Handcuffs BKS-1 “Nezhnost”, BKS-1 “PRIKOL”, BR-S, 

BRS-2, BKS-1 “BUKET” 

Riot control vehicles 

Special purpose vehicles “Lavina-Uragan”, “Shtorm”, “Gidromil”, 

“Schshit”, “Ural-VV”, “Patrul”, “Federal 

42591”, ATNP-5350 

 

 

 

The use of non-lethal weapons for protest dispersal in Russia 

 

 As has been demonstrated, law enforcement authorities have numerous riot control weapons 

at their disposal, however, the most popular of these have for a long time been rubber batons and 

barriers. 

 It is safe to say that today, despite the low tolerance towards protests in Russia, most riot 

control weapons either go unused (with the exception of rubber batons and shields), or are used 

outside their intended purposes, but instead for a deterrent (cooling) effect.   
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 For example, water cannons were spotted before the start of the rally of 3 August 2019 in 

Moscow, and the media reported the possible use of the acoustic shield “Shepot”36. In addition, some 

pieces of special riot control equipment are used by police simply to block protesters’ routes. 

 In some very rare cases, the use of other types of riot control weapons has been reported – for 

example, according to reports on 19 March 2020 police deployed tear gas against a protester opposed 

to the construction of the South-East highway near a radioactive waste site at Moskvorechye 

platform37, and on 20 April 2020 in Vladikavkaz law enforcement officers squeezed protesters out of 

the square using shockproof shields, which was subsequently recorded in a decision to initiate 

criminal proceedings against one of the protesters: “from 16:30 to 18:30 on 20 April 2020 officers of 

subdivisions of the Russian Guard and the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Russia for the Republic of 

North Ossetia-Alania attempted to displace using special equipment in the form of “Vitrazh” 

shockproof shields a part of the participants in an unauthorised rally from the square in front of the 

House of Government building”. 

 The authorities are also not above using “improvised means” — on 12 June 2019 during a 

march in support of Ivan Golunov, protesters were doused with water from street flusher trucks38, and 

on 27 July 2019 passenger buses were used as barriers. Such methods have previously been employed 

by St Petersburg police officers, who used cargo trucks to block a road39. In principle, in certain 

situations the law allows police officers to use any means at hand, but only where this is necessary 

for self-defence, in an emergency or when detaining a perpetrator40. 

 Nevertheless, despite the fact that most of the riot control equipment purchased by Russian  

law enforcement authorities remains unused, there is evidence to suggest that the use of the safest 

and most widespread of these weapons in Russia can lead to escalation of conflict and, consequently, 

violence. “The march was peaceful and held without any disruptions, but when the marchers arrived 

at Bolotnaya Square it transpired that barriers installed by the police had narrowed the entrance to the 

meeting venue, allegedly restricting the space allocated for the meeting. To control the crowd, a police 

cordon forced the protestors to remain within the barriers, and there were numerous clashes between 

the police and protesters,” noted the European Court of Human Rights in its judgment of 25 February 

2020 in the case of Gushchin and Gaskarov v. Russia (Applications nos. 22581/15 and 28251/15). 

 Moreover, there is a case in Russia’s recent history of protests where the use of non-lethal 

weapons during a rally resulted not only in harm to health, but also the death of a person. 

                                                
36 https://snob.ru/news/180832/  
37 https://www.the-village.ru/village/city/news-city/377423-mogilnik  
38 https://t.me/apologia/673  
39 http://ombudsmanspb.ru/ru/otchet_o_nabljudenii_za_shestvijami_i_mitingami_1_  
40 Federal Law of 7 February 2011 No. 3-FZ “On the police”, Article 18. 

https://snob.ru/news/180832/
https://www.the-village.ru/village/city/news-city/377423-mogilnik
https://t.me/apologia/673
http://ombudsmanspb.ru/ru/otchet_o_nabljudenii_za_shestvijami_i_mitingami_1_
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 In its judgment of 12 June 2014 in the case of Primov and Others v. Russia (Application no. 

17391/06) the European Court of Human Rights examined the necessity of banning a demonstration 

and its forced dispersal: on 25 April 2006 approximately 1,000 people gathered on the outskirts of 

the village of Usukhchay. The assembly was initially peaceful, but several hours later a clash occurred 

between protesters and the police, as a result of which police officers opened fire from automatic 

rifles, and also used tear gas, smoke bombs and stun grenades to disperse the demonstration. As a 

result, one person was shot dead, five people were severely injured and several dozen people were 

beaten up or were injured by the shells of the tear-gas bombs which had exploded in the midst of the 

crowd. Several police officers were injured, and one sustained a gunshot wound from a hunting rifle. 

 The European Court of Human Rights indicated that the behaviour of the demonstrators on 

the morning of 25 April 2006 was non-violent. The authorities deployed a large number of well-

equipped and trained police officers in the village who had the situation under control. The police 

forces prevented protesters from entering Usukhchay village and demonstrating there essentially 

because the police considered that the gathering was “unauthorised”. The Court found that the total 

blockade of the village was an excessive measure. 

 At the same time, the European Court concluded in the same case that the authorities’ overall 

response to the blocking of the road and the aggressive behaviour of a large group of protesters was 

not disproportionate, since the meeting had ceased to be peaceful. The Court noted that “a 

considerable number of demonstrators overstepped the boundary of peaceful protest, attacked 

policemen with stones, sticks, rods and knives and seriously injured some of them. Against this 

background, the use of the special equipment and even firearms by the police does not seem to be 

unjustified. Even if some of the police officers acted unprofessionally and in defiance of the rules on 

the use of gas grenade launchers, there is no evidence that the firearms had been used deliberately to 

kill or to wound the protesters”. 

 In the Grand Chamber judgment of 30 March 2017 in the case of Nagmetov v. Russia 

(Application no. 35589/08) the European Court of Human Rights held that there has been a violation 

by the government of the requirements of Article 2 of the Convention for the Protection of Human 

Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (right to life) in connection with the death of a person as a result 

of the use of firearms by the authorities in the process of dispersing a demonstration in the 

Dokuzparinskiy district of Dagestan on 25 April 2006. The Government of the Russian Federation 

acknowledged that Murad Nagmetov was deprived of his life in contravention of the requirements of 

Article 2 of the Convention, since it was against the Russian law to fire the tear gas grenade in 

question directly at a person. In addition, the Court concluded that the investigation into the death of 

the demonstrator was ineffective, since the authorities “did not exhaust all reasonable and practicable 
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measures, which would be capable of providing assistance in identifying the shooter and in 

establishing the other relevant circumstances of the case”. In particular, the Court noted that it does 

not transpire from the available material that there was any adequate disciplinary or criminal inquiry 

carried out in respect of the superior officers who had the task of training and supervising the officers 

who had been involved in the events on 25 April 2006. 

  

Psychological consequences of the use of Russian non-lethal weapons 

 

 At the request of the human rights project Apologiya Protesta, private psychologist Vladimir 

Rubashny (who has 25 years of experience in the field, which includes working in the Russian penal 

system from 1991 to 2008 in middle and senior management roles, in particular as the head of the 

psychological service of the Main Directorate of the Federal Penitentiary Service (GUFSIN) of 

Russia for the Republic of Tatarstan) prepared an expert report on the potential psychological impact 

of Russian riot control weapons.   

 An analysis of publicly available information shows that the manufacturers of riot control 

weapons and equipment often refer to the psychological effect of these tools on a crowd. 

 However, in practice, the manufacturers of such special equipment do not possess information 

about their possible psychological effects. Below we examine why this is the case. 

 First of all, it must be noted that the concept of “psychological effect” is a highly complex, 

ambiguous, and insufficiently studied psychological phenomenon, for which, according to 

researchers, a theoretical descriptive framework has not yet been developed. This raises the question 

of how the manufacturers of riot control weapons have been able to determine the ability of the said 

pieces of equipment to exert a psychological effect on group (mass) behaviour. To do this, the 

manufacturer would have had to carry out research on either one category of mass behaviour, or on 

all of the different categories, which, accordingly, should have been reflected in the documentation 

describing the effect of the special equipment. It is not possible to find the results of such studies as 

none are available. 

 The ability of riot control weapons to exert a psychological effect on the group (mass) 

behaviour of people, indicated by the manufacturers in the product descriptions, had not been 

confirmed by any psychological studies (experiments) conducted by social psychology experts, or 

valid and relevant data on similar psychological effects. Moreover, today there do not exist any 

Russian or international studies on the psychological effects of special equipment and weapons used 

to disperse protests. 
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 However, the possible psychophysiological consequences of the use of non-lethal weapons 

for participants in public events may be significant. 

 First of all, it must be recognised that the psychological consequences of the use of, for 

instance, a rubber baton or an aerosol irritant spray against a teenager, a woman or an elderly person 

will be fundamentally different from the use of, for example, a less-lethal firearm or an electroshock 

device against a person with special combat training, or a person under the influence of alcohol or 

drugs. 

 The use of riot control equipment, weapons and vehicles by officers (of the Russian Guard, 

the police) for the dispersal of a protest and/or any other mass gathering of civilians is an  

anthropogenic emergency, which can potentially be difficult to predict. 

 Using riot control equipment and weapons to disperse protests and (or) other mass gatherings 

of civilians entails a real danger of psychological trauma for an indefinite number of people, which 

can lead to post-traumatic stress disorder, borderline mental disorder, non-psychotic and psychotic 

psychogenic conditions etc. 

 For most people, the following situations resulting from the use of riot control weapons and 

equipment to disperse mass gatherings are highly traumatic, and may result in psychological trauma: 

 

— the situation of panic in the crowd (and the resultant inability to leave the venue of the event 

independently, a state of fear and a pronounced feeling of helplessness, physical injury); 

— fear caused by the behaviour and actions (lawful/unlawful) of law enforcement officers; 

— directly witnessing the use of riot control weapons against another person (the most intense and 

traumatic experiences will occur in the event that such special equipment is used against a relative, 

loved one, acquaintance, like-minded person, a minor, a woman, an elderly or disabled person); 

— directly witnessing the use of riot control equipment or weapons against a person resulting in 

serious injury or death; 

— being a direct target of riot control equipment or weapons during a mass event (the most intense 

psychological reactions will occur in the event of serious physical injury). 

 In addition, certain groups of people are more vulnerable in terms of the psychological 

(mental) consequences of the use of riot control equipment: minors (including the very young), 

women, elderly people, people who have experienced traumatic situations in the past (including 

combat veterans), those suffering from various chronic diseases (afflictions of the cardiovascular 

system, the central and peripheral nervous system, and mental disorders). 

 

Injury risk of non-lethal weapons 
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 Expert Ilya Zharkov, a qualified doctor with special training as a forensic pathologist, 

conducted a study examining the potential health risks to protesters posed by the use of riot control 

equipment and weapons.   

 The doctor and forensic pathologist concluded that the use of riot control weapons to disperse 

protests may entail the following consequences for citizens’ health: 

 

— loss of vision, speech, hearing, of an organ, or organ failure; 

— permanent facial disfigurement; 

— miscarriage; 

— artificial diseases with pronounced local changes: dermatitis, ulcers, phlegmon, abscesses, 

tumours, local atrophy, tendovaginitis, arthritis, subcutaneous emphysema, purulent urethritis, rectal 

prolapse, thermal burns, frostbite of various localisation, chemical burns, blepharitis, conjunctivitis, 

keratitis, cataracts, etc. 

 

 Most often, non-lethal weapons work by affecting the skin and subcutaneous tissue — this is 

due to the ease of producing such effects, as well as accessibility in view of the significant area of the 

skin surface. 

 Current practice for developing, adopting and practical use of riot control weapons by law 

enforcement agencies should guarantee, if equipment is used in compliance with regulations, the 

preservation of life, health and fitness for work of law breakers and citizens involved in situations 

where offences are committed, the integrity of buildings, structures and the infrastructure of cities, 

towns and industrial facilities. 

 Violations of the rules of use of non-lethal weapons in the context of public assemblies may 

lead to various consequences, depending on the type of special equipment used and its effects: 

 

 Acoustic devices 

 

 Ultra-high frequency sonic weapons can interfere with the functioning of the brain and the 

central nervous system. A person hears non-existent noise and whistling, the device shoots millimetre 

radio waves, exerting a short-term shock effect on people at a distance of 500m, causing pain and 

prompt and highly motivated escape behaviour (the so-called “goodbye effect”). 
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 The sound of a sound cannon can cause lasting damage to the organs of the ears. At close 

distance people experience loss of control, feelings of fear, dizziness and nausea. At close range, the 

weapon causes mental distress and damage to internal organs.  

  

 Lachrymatory and irritant agents 

 

 Of all the types of crowd control weapons used for protest dispersal, devices designed to 

produce a lachrymatory or irritant effect carry the greatest health risks — such weapons have an 

incapacitating effect on the human body, resulting in temporary (30-60 minutes) inability to perform 

purposeful actions, displays of physical aggression. 

 The use of irritants may result in damage to the eyes (ranging from a burning sensation, 

profuse lachrymation and photophobia, to chemosis, corneal burns, and in severe cases – lasting 

clouding of the cornea, dystrophic changes, infiltration, corneal opacity). 

 The most pronounced damage can occur upon contact of irritant substances with the mucous 

membranes of the eyes, which, in the worst case, may result in loss of vision. 

 The use of irritant chemicals can also lead to damage of the upper respiratory tract: effects 

range from coughing and pain in the chest, jaw and ears, weakness in the legs, as well as severe 

burning sensations in the mouth and nasopharynx, to nosebleeds, laryngitis, bronchospasm, tracheitis, 

bronchitis and pneumonia. 

 Irritant chemicals damage the skin, and can result in first and second-degree chemical burns, 

contact dermatitis, and skin necrosis. 

 In addition, irritants can also cause effects such as reflex reactions in the form of headaches, 

nausea, vomiting, and increased cardiac activity. 

 Fatal injuries as a result of the use of irritants are theoretically impossible. But their use even 

in quantities that, generally, only cause irritation of the mucous membranes of the respiratory tract 

and the skin, does not rule out the risk of serious harm, and sometimes even death (for example, if 

irritant agents in the form of aerosol sprays or gas canisters are fired at close range, directly in a 

person’s face within a confined space, in the event of prolonged exposure to high concentrations of 

irritant chemicals, due to high levels of individual sensitivity to such substances as a result of chronic 

pathology — bronchial asthma, cardiovascular diseases). 

 

 In such cases, the most likely cause of death as a result of the harmful effect of irritants is 

asphyxiation (that is, as a choking gas, for example phosgene), accompanied by toxic pulmonary 

oedema, acute laryngotracheobronchitis, and other serious consequences. 
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 Flash-bang devices 

 

 These weapons produce psychophysiological (distracting, disorientating) and immobilising 

effects by means of a bright flash of light or loud sound pulse. When a grenade explodes, the flash-

bang round exerts a deafening and immobilising effect on a person, so that no counter-action may be 

taken as the gas-smoke cloud is formed. Non-lethal foam is also used: the mortar shoots special quick-

hardening and enveloping foam, which not only immobilises, but also causes irreversible changes to 

hearing and vision. 

  

 Non-lethal heat ray weapons 

 

 When exposed to low frequency electromagnetic waves, the brain releases chemicals that 

regulate a person’s behaviour. They can cause artificial symptoms of various illnesses, make a person 

fall asleep instantaneously or, conversely, stay awake for a prolonged period of time. The so-called 

“electromagnetic gun” fires pulses of energy that can cause seizures similar to epileptic ones. A 

“thermal gun” can heat a human body in seconds to a painful temperature of over 40 degrees Celsius. 

Fatalities have been reported as a result of the use of such weapons.  

  

 Mechanical (traumatic, restraining) devices 

 

 Firstly, the blast of an explosion can cause harm — a grenade is activated by an explosion of 

pyrotechnic material, the explosive impulse of which has a substantially damaging effect on tissues 

of the human body at close proximity. Sudden excessive pressure — usually in the range of 22-36 

kPa - can cause damage to the inner ear in 1% adults, and in the case of children the risk increases. 

 Secondly, the use of these weapons is intended to cause mechanical injury (soft tissue 

bruising, subcutaneous haematomas) by means of explosion and fragmentation of the body of the 

device, non-lethal damaging elements, and secondary fragments formed during the explosion. 

 Damage from cuffs can be divided into external damage only, and that accompanied by 

neurological symptoms. External damage takes the form of linear circular, double, and sometimes 

multiple, parallel abrasions. Soft tissue swelling, haemorrhaging, bruising and hyperaemia may occur, 

and cases of infected wounds have been described. Overly tight handcuffs can cause, instead of 

abrasions, the formation of superficial wounds, and possibly congestive phenomena in the blood 

vessels of the extremities, which can lead to ischaemia and their amputation. Therefore, when cuffs 
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are used, a periodic check (every 2 hours), of the tightness of the locking mechanism needs to be 

carried out. 

 When an electroshock device is used, the electric discharge has a thermal and electrolytic 

effect, causing electric burns in the form of distinct electric current marks. In addition, mechanical 

damage may occur from the electrodes themselves. 

 

 Electroshock devices 

 

 These weapons have the effect of stunning a person — electric excitation of nerve cells mostly 

causes pain, as well as short-term convulsions and a state of “stupefaction” and disorientation. As a 

result, a person loses the ability to move and resist. The second principle of their effect is that they 

act as electromuscular incapacitating devices (EMDs). Such devices cause predominantly motor 

reactions - involuntary muscle contractions, as a result of which a person falls over and loses the 

ability to resist. Various injuries are possible as a result of such falls, ranging from bruises, abrasions, 

and haematomas to traumatic brain injuries of varying severity. 

 Among other things, the sudden use of such weapons may cause victims to experience fear 

(psychogenic shock reaction), which exacerbates the existing clinical symptoms of the impact. As a 

result, there is a high probability of the development of psychomotor disorders — psychomotor 

agitation, ataxia, neurotic and neurosis-like conditions. Other possible effects include dysfunctions 

of the central nervous system, the development of cerebro-asthenic syndrome, which is accompanied 

by vegetative dysfunctions (increase or decrease in blood pressure, disorders of the gastrointestinal 

tract, decreased libido, neurodermatitis, exacerbation of chronic illnesses). 

 This can lead to a significant decrease in heart rate (bradycardia), which in turn reduces the 

pulse and leads to a dangerous drop in blood pressure (shock). 

 The most dangerous complications resulting from the use of non-lethal weapons include: 

 

1) Pulmonary thromboembolism (pulmonary embolism); 

2) Toxic shock, sepsis; 

3) Acute renal failure; 

4) Acute cardiopulmonary failure. 

 

 Additional factors that may increase the risk of injury or its severity include the following: 
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— certain physical or chemical properties of a particular irritant agent, sonic and infra-sound waves, 

explosive devices, etc.; 

— means of delivery: close proximity to a grenade explosion or firing (release) of an irritant chemical; 

— a high concentration of a substance that comes into contact with sensitive receptors of the mucous 

membranes of the skin or respiratory tract; 

— increased level of sound exposure; 

— sudden (stunning) effect of a bright flash of light or loud sound pulse; 

— confined space; 

— prolonged exposure to high concentrations of an irritant substance; 

— contact time above the maximum safety limit; 

— environmental conditions (both high and low temperatures), humidity, wind direction, wind speed; 

— fragments of casing from a grenade explosion, damaging elements and secondary fragments that 

can cause mechanical injuries; 

— individual physical characteristics of the affected person, high individual sensitivity of persons 

with chronic pathology (for example, bronchial asthma, cardiovascular diseases); 

— excessively tight handcuffs and the absence of a periodic (every 2 hours) check of the locking 

mechanism; 

— use of tetrafluoroethylene powder to cover a section of a road, area, etc.; 

— excessive force during the use of rubber batons. 

 

 Finally, the use of riot control equipment and weapons can have fatal consequences in the 

following conditions: 

 

1) Fired at close range, a sound cannon may result not only in mental distress, but also destruction of 

internal organs, possibly leading to death; 

 

2) In some cases, weapons containing irritant agents can result in serious consequences and even 

death, for example, if a gas canister or aerosol spray is shot at close range directly in the face in a 

confined space, in the event of prolonged exposure to high concentrations of irritant chemicals, due 

to high levels of individual sensitivity to such substances as a result of chronic pathology (for 

example, bronchial asthma, diseases of the cardiovascular system); 

 

3) The use of electromagnetic devices or “thermal guns” can have a fatal outcome as a result of 

electrolytic effect (decomposition of organic fluid, including the blood, changes to its physico-
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chemical composition), as well as mechanical action (stratification and rupture of bodily tissues as a 

result of electrodynamic effect, or instant explosive formation of steam from tissue fluid and blood), 

associated with strong muscle contractions leading to their rupture; 

 

4) An electroshock device can be a factor in provoking sudden cardiac death, even in the absence of 

pathology of the cardiovascular system. For example, this can occur if the impact of the device targets 

dangerous reflexogenic zones: the solar and cervical plexus, the heart area etc. In the presence of 

pathology of the cardiovascular system or a pacemaker, the likelihood of a possible fatal outcome 

increases. 

 

 Groups who are particularly vulnerable in terms of the possible health consequences of the 

use of non-lethal equipment and weapons for protest dispersal include women with visible signs of 

pregnancy, people with visible disabilities and minors. 

 

Conclusions 

 

 It is evident that Russian law enforcement authorities have a substantial amount of various 

non-lethal weapons at their disposal, and tolerance towards even peaceful political assemblies is 

approaching zero. Under various pretexts the authorities refuse to allow public protest events and 

afterwards, exploiting the fact that they are formally unlawful, disperse them, imprisoning the 

organisers and participants, and initiating administrative and even criminal proceedings against them. 

 However, in contrast with many other countries, in Russia the use of special equipment and 

non-lethal weapons for the dispersal of protests is a very rare exception to the norm. But what are the 

reasons for this? 

 Firstly, the use of any special equipment in the context of peaceful assemblies is prohibited 

under the national law — the current Russian legislation forbids police officers from using riot control 

equipment and weapons to disperse non-violent public events that do not disturb public order or cause 

disruption to transport, communication services and organisations. 

 Secondly, substantial restrictions are in place on the use of riot control equipment and weapons 

— for example, the use of water cannons is prohibited in temperatures below zero degrees Celsius. 

As a result, in Moscow, their deployment is impossible in principle for three or four months of the 

year. 

 Thirdly, the question of the safety of using this equipment against demonstrators remains 

open, since information about their possible effects on health is very scarce, and the risks of harm to 
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health, including of a lethal nature, are significant — in particular, in the event of their use in 

inappropriate circumstances, against a crowd, or in violation of operating procedures. 

 It is important to note that the fact that the weapons in question fall under the “non-lethal” 

category does not mean that everyone is equally safeguarded against the risk of serious harm. For 

example, the psychological consequences of the use of a rubber baton against a teenager or an elderly 

person will be fundamentally different from the use of a less-lethal firearm against a person with 

special combat training. So, despite the legislative ban on using special equipment against women 

with visible signs of pregnancy, persons with visible disabilities and minors, riot control weapons that 

have an indiscriminate effect certainly do not always make it possible to take into consideration the 

presence of these groups in the crowd or in the vicinity of the public event. 

 Furthermore, in the event of their misuse, non-lethal weapons can become lethal, may inflict 

acute suffering and pain on people, result in damage to buildings, infrastructure and cause 

technogenic accidents (fires, explosions etc.)  

 All of this makes the use of riot control weapons today too risky, and in some sense pointless 

— police officers and the Russian Guard, who outnumber demonstrators ten to one, can easily cope 

with dispersing assemblies using time-tested methods, and the sanctions and prosecutions that follow 

have a cooling effect on freedom of assembly, which is evidently sufficient for achieving the objective 

of clearing the streets of protests. 

 However, there are no guarantees that riot control equipment and weapons will not be used in 

future in the context of public assemblies. At the very least, this option is open to the Russian law 

enforcement authorities. 

 

Recommendations 

 

1) Prior to issuing public procurement contracts for the purchase of a given piece of special riot 

control equipment, the said piece of equipment should undergo mandatory scientific testing to 

determine the degree of danger to life and health posed by its use. 

 

2) Police officers involved in policing public events should receive proper training in human rights 

standards around the use of crowd control equipment and weapons. We recommend that specialised 

lawyers from human rights organisations are involved in the provision of this training, as well as the 

Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights. 
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3) A scientifically-based classification system should be developed for special equipment that has 

been adopted by the law enforcement authorities, including for use at mass public events, in terms of 

the level of potential risk posed by its deployment, and provide a system to regulate law enforcement 

officers’ access to each category of equipment depending on their level of training. 

 

4)  Each time that special equipment is used against participants in mass public events, an inquiry 

should be conducted into the lawfulness of its use by agencies of the Investigative Committee of the 

Russian Federation, irrespective of the presence of complaints from citizens. 

 

5) In view of the high level of expenditure on the purchase of riot control equipment by the authorities, 

a procedure should be provided to assess the necessity of acquiring each piece of equipment. Justified 

decisions on the need to purchase such pieces of special equipment should be made publicly available. 

Since no such system exists to date, it is advisable to assess the need for such purchases by the 

government for at least the last five years. 
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